
 

 

 
Sent via electronic mail and USPS 

 
March 31, 2014 
 
Richard A. Pelletier, EPA Suspension and 
Debarment Official 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Grants and Debarment, MC 
3901R 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20460 
Pelletier.richard@epa.gov 

Stacey Dey-Foy, Director, Suspension and 
Debarment Division 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Grants and Debarment, MC 
3902R 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20460 
 

 
Frank S. Lee 
Suspension and Debarment Counsel 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Grants and Debarment, MC 
3902R 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20460 
 

 

 
Dear Mr. Pelletier: 
 
On behalf of Center for Biological Diversity, I ask that the Environmental Protection 
Agency (“EPA”) immediately take all necessary steps to suspend or debar BP p.l.c. and 
its subsidiaries for not being a responsible party.  
 
With the Deepwater Horizon oil spill still on the minds of Gulf coast residents, another 
BP oil spill threatens our American shores and human health. On March 24, 2014 the 
Whiting refinery spilled as much as 1,638 gallons of crude oil into Lake Michigan 
allegedly following a malfunction in a distillation unit. BP originally reported that only 
756 gallons had been spilled.1 BP had recently upgraded the refinery with technology to 
process tar sands. 
 
The spill occurred just less than two weeks after the execution of an administrative 
agreement between EPA and BP purporting to resolve all matters related to the 
suspension, debarment and statutory disqualification of BP following the Deepwater 

                                                 
1	Hawthorne,	M.	Mar.	28,	2014.	BP	more	than	doubles	estimate	of	Lake	Michigan	oil	spill.	Chicago	
Tribune,	available	at	http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/chi‐bp‐oil‐spill‐lake‐
michigan‐20140327,0,7519350.story.		



                    

 

Horizon oil spill.2 The March 13, 2014 agreement came on the heels of BP’s litigation 
against the EPA for suspending 21 BP entities from new government contracts following 
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.3 The agreement calls on BP to update the EPA on its 
compliance with the agreement which includes provisions addressing ethics compliance 
and corporate governance and process safety.4 The agreement stipulates that BP must 
exhibit “truthfulness in reporting and conveying information to the EPA and other 
regulatory agencies,” and that EPA may find that BP has materially breached the 
agreement based on any misconduct that occurs during the five-year agreement period 
that may lead to suspension or debarment action5 The agreement allows BP to once again 
enter into new government contracts, including deepwater leases in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
This latest BP “incident” is just one more reminder to the American public that BP is 
likely not a responsible party and cannot be trusted. The EPA should use its authority to 
debar and suspend individuals and entities to prevent BP and its subsidiaries from 
contracting with the federal government. Suspension and/or debarment would prevent BP 
from receiving government contracts or subcontracts, receiving grants or loans, or 
participating in other assistance programs – including government leases. While we do 
not yet know the full extent of BP’s oil spill at the Whiting refinery and its aftermath, 
there is likely sufficient evidence warranting prompt suspension of BP and its 
subsidiaries, if not outright immediate debarment.  
 

I. Regulatory Framework 
 
The debarment and suspension system is in place to protect the public interest by 
ensuring that the federal government only does business with responsible persons.6 The 
EPA may initiate a debarment or suspension action as soon as it receives information 
from any source concerning a cause for suspension or debarment.7 The EPA may take 
action to exclude a company from participating in certain transactions, resulting in 
debarment.8 The standard of proof for a debarment action is preponderance of the 
evidence,9 and causes for debarment include:10 
 

                                                 
2	BP.	Mar.	13,	2014.	BP	Reached	Administrative	Agreement	with	EPA	Resolving	Suspension	and	
Debarment,	available	at	http://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/press/press‐releases/bp‐
reaches‐administrative‐agreement‐with‐epa.html.		
3	Brubaker	Calkins,	Laurel.	Aug.	12,	2013.	BP	Sues	EPA	Over	Suspension	From	Future	U.S.	Contracts,	
Bloomberg	News,	available	at	http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013‐08‐13/bp‐sues‐epa‐over‐
suspension‐from‐future‐u‐s‐contracts.html.		
4	Boman,	Karen.	Mar.	13,	2014.	EPA	Lifts	BP	Suspension,	Debarment	from	Federal	Contracts.	Rigzone,	
available	at	
https://www.rigzone.com/news/oil_gas/a/132097/EPA_Lifts_BP_Suspension_Debarment_from_Fed
eral_Contracts.		
5	http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014‐03/documents/bpadmin‐agreement‐mar‐13‐
2014.pdf.		
6	2	U.S.C.	§	180.125.	
7	2	U.S.C.	§	180.600.	
8	Id.	
9	2	U.S.C.	§	180.850.	
10	2	U.S.C.	§	180.800.	



                    

 

(a) Conviction of or civil judgment for –  
(1) Commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection with obtaining, 

attempting to obtain, or performing a public or private agreement or 
transaction; 

(2) Violation of Federal or State antitrust statutes, including those proscribing 
price fixing between competitors, allocation of customers between 
competitors, and bid rigging; 

(3) Commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or 
destruction of records, making false statements, tax evasion, receiving stolen 
property, making false claims, or obstruction of justice; or  

(4) Commission of any other offense indicating a lack of business integrity or 
business honesty that seriously and directly affects the company’s present 
responsibility; 

(b) Violation of the terms of a public agreement or transaction so serious as to affect 
the integrity of an agency program, such as –  
(1) A wilful failure to perform in accordance with the terms or one or more public 

agreements or transactions; 
(2) A history of failure to perform or of unsatisfactory performance of one or 

more public agreements or transactions; or 
(3) A wilful violation of a statutory or regulatory provision or requirement 

applicable to a public agreement or transaction; 
(c) Any of the following causes: 

(1) A nonprocurement debarment by any Federal agency taken before October 1, 
1988, or a procurement debarment by any Federal agency taken pursuant to 48 
CFR part 9, subpart 9.4, before August 25, 1995; 

(2) Knowingly doing business with an ineligible person, except as permitted 
under 180.135; 

(3) Failure to pay a single substantial debt, or a number of outstanding debts 
(including disallowed costs and overpayments, but not including sums owed 
the Federal Government under the Internal Revenue Code) owed to any 
Federal agency or instrumentality, provided the debt is uncontested by the 
debtor or, if contested, provided that the debtor’s legal and administrative 
remedies have been exhausted; 

(4) Violation of a material provision of a voluntary exclusion agreement entered 
into under 180.640 or any settlement of a debarment or suspension action; or  

(5) Violation of the provisions of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 (41 
U.S.C. 701); or 

(d) Any other cause of so serious or compelling a nature that it affects the company’s 
present responsibility. 

 
The EPA may consider mitigating and aggravating factors in determining whether to 
debar, including:11 
 

(a) The actual or potential harm or impact that results or may result from the 
wrongdoing. 

                                                 
11	2	U.S.C.	§	180.860.	



                    

 

(b) The frequency of incidents and/or duration of the wrongdoing. 
(c) Whether there is a pattern or prior history of wrongdoing.  
(d) Whether the company is or has been excluded or disqualified or have not been 

allowed to participate in other agreements on a basis of conduct similar to the 
conduct at issue. 

(e) Whether the company has entered into an administrative agreement with a 
governmental agency based on conduct similar to the conduct at issue. 

(f) Whether and to what extent the company planned, initiated, or carried out the 
wrongdoing. 

(g) Whether the company has accepted responsibility for the wrongdoing and 
recognizes the seriousness of the misconduct that led to the cause for debarment. 

(h) Whether the company has paid or agrees to pay all criminal, civil and 
administrative liability for the improper activity, including any investigative or 
administrative costs incurred by the government and has made or agree to make 
full restitution. 

(i) Whether the company has cooperated fully with the government agencies during 
the investigation and any court or administrative action.  

(j) Whether the wrongdoing was pervasive with the organization. 
(k) The kind of positions held by the individuals involved in the wrongdoing. 
(l) Whether the organization took appropriate corrective action or remedial measures. 
(m) Whether the company’s principals tolerated the offense. 
(n) Whether the company brought the activity cited as the basis for the debarment to 

the attention of the appropriate government agency in a timely manner. 
(o) Whether the company has fully investigated the circumstances surrounding the 

cause for debarment and, if so, made the result of the investigation available to the 
debarring official. 

(p) Whether the company has effective standards or conduct and internal control 
systems in place at the time the questions conduct occurred.   

(q) Whether the company has taken appropriate disciplinary action against the 
individuals responsible for the activity which constitutes the cause for debarment. 

(r) Whether the company has had adequate time to eliminate the circumstances 
within the organization that led to the cause for the debarment. 

(s) Other factors that are appropriate to the circumstances of a particular case. 
 
The EPA may also take action that immediately prohibits a company from participating 
in certain transactions for a temporary period, pending completion of an agency 
investigation and any judicial or administrative proceedings that may ensue. This results 
in a suspension. A suspension may be appropriate when offenses that could result in 
debarment are suspected and immediate action is necessary to protect the public 
interest.12 
 
The EPA may impute the conduct from an individual in the organization to the 
organization itself.13 In addition to the debarment and suspension programs, the Clean 

                                                 
12	2	U.S.C.	§	180.700.	
13	2	U.S.C.	§	180.630.	



                    

 

Water Act requires the disqualification of persons convicted or likely to be convicted of 
certain offenses from eligibility to receive contracts and other benefits.14 
 
These laws are in place to protect the American public. They prevent irresponsible 
companies from engaging in certain transactions with the federal government where it 
has determined that doing business with them is too risky. While debarment and 
suspension are discretionary actions, the Clean Water Act requires that criminal 
violations of the Act result in disqualification.15 
 
The EPA itself has stated that it can ban BP from future contracts after considering “the 
frequency and pattern of the incidents, corporate attitude both before and after the 
incidents, changes in policies, procedures and practices.”16BP’s conduct and pattern of 
practice reveals that it is likely not a responsible party and that the EPA should take 
immediate action to protect the American public and environment from it. 
 

II. BP Operations in the United States 
 
Incidents at BP’s facilities have resulted in the deaths of 26 people in the last twelve 
years, the largest oil spill on Alaska’s North Slope and in the Gulf of Mexico, and now a 
spill in iconic Lake Michigan.17 There have been at least three convictions associated 
with BP’s environmental crimes, and one deferred prosecution for gas market 
manipulation.18 
 
The 2010 Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill resulted in the death of 11 workers, 
the destruction of Gulf fisheries, and ongoing untold damage to the Gulf and its sea life. 
Over two hundred million gallons of oil spewed from BP’s ruptured well, a mile under 
the sea surface into the Gulf of Mexico. The Gulf is a highly productive, yet fragile, 
ecosystem with diverse communities of fish and wildlife and is home to several species 
of endangered whales, sea turtles, and sea birds. While hundreds of dead birds, sea 
turtles, and dolphins have been collected onshore, most of the harmful effects of the spill 
are out of sight beneath the sea surface. The BP oil spill is the worst environmental 
disaster in our nation’s history. The responsibility for the oil spill, the numerous failed 
attempts to stop it, and the inadequate cleanup response rests with BP.  
 
On November 15, 2012, BP agreed to plead guilty to eleven counts of misconduct or 
neglect, one count of obstruction of Congress, one misdemeanor count of a violation of 
the Clean Water Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. On November 28, 2012, the 

                                                 
14	2	U.S.C.	§	1532.1100.	
15	2	C.F.R.	§	1532.1100;	1532.1105.	
16	Lustgarten,	Abrahm.	Nov.	28,	2012.	EPA	Officials	Weigh	Sanctions	Against	BP’s	U.S.	Operations.	
ProPublica,	available	at	http://www.propublica.org/article/epa‐officials‐weighing‐sanctions‐
against‐bps‐us‐operations.		
17	Id.		
18	Id.		



                    

 

EPA announced it was temporarily debarring BP for its lack of business integrity 
regarding the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.19 
 
Federal regulations authorize suspension or debarment of companies like BP based upon 
evidence that the contractor has committed an “offense indicating a lack of business 
integrity or business honesty that seriously and directly affects the present responsibility 
of a Government contractor or subcontractor” as well as for “any other cause of so 
serious or compelling a nature that it affects the present responsibility of a Government 
contractor or subcontractor.”20 As outlined throughout this letter, there is evidence 
suggesting that BP has engaged in activities that warrant suspension and debarment and 
we respectfully ask the EPA to take immediate action. 
 
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill was not the first time BP has harmed the public and the 
environment. Since 2000, BP’s activities have resulted in the deaths of at least 26 
workers and numerous incidents, including the largest oil spill on Alaska’s North Slope. 
BP’s previous criminal convictions alone warrant the EPA to deem BP and its 
subsidiaries lacking in “business integrity or business honesty” required of a government 
contractor.  
 
On March 23, 2005, an explosion at BP’s Texas City refinery resulted in the death of 15 
workers when BP restarted a fuel tower without warning systems. BP North America 
pled guilty to willful or negligent violation of hundreds of workplace safety violations in 
connection with the explosion.21 It was fined $62 million and convicted of a felony 
violation of Clean Air Act. As a result, BP North America was debarred and Texas City 
refinery was deemed ineligible for government contracts.22  
 
In March 2006, a hole in a pipeline in Prudhoe Bay led to largest oil spill on Alaska’s 
North Slope at 200,000 gallons.23 The Department of Justice found that BP was 
criminally negligent in knowingly allowing the conditions of the pipeline to deteriorate, 
when BP ignored warnings about corrosion in its pipelines and had cut back on 
precautionary measures to save money. BP’s Alaska subsidiary was convicted of 
misdemeanor violation of Clean Water Act and debarred, and Prudhoe Bay pipeline 
facilities were made ineligible for government income. The incident led to a 

                                                 
19	EPA.	Nov.	28,	2012.	New	Release:	BP	Temporarily	Suspended	from	New	Contracts	with	the	Federal	
Government,	available	at	
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/2aaf1c1dc80c9
69885257abf006dafb0!OpenDocument;	http://www.corporatecrimereporter.com/wp‐
content/uploads/2012/11/bpdebar.pdf.		
20	48	C.F.R.	§§	9.406‐2(a)(9);	9.407‐2(c);	9.406‐2(a)(2);	9.406‐2(c).	
21	See	
http://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=NEWS_RELEASES&p_id=166
74;	
http://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=NEWS_RELEASES&p_id=115
89.		
22	Lustgarten,	Abrahm.	Nov.	28,	2012.	EPA	Officials	Weigh	Sanctions	Against	BP’s	U.S.	Operations.	
ProPublica,	available	at	http://www.propublica.org/article/epa‐officials‐weighing‐sanctions‐
against‐bps‐us‐operations.		
23	Id.		



                    

 

congressional investigation into BP’s harassment of employees who tried to voice 
concerns about safety problems. 
 
In 2008, while BP was still on criminal probation, a BP Alaskan natural gas pipeline 
ruptured, causing a massive explosion. 
 
There are additional examples of poor performance and potential misconduct. For 
example, BP Energy settled two separate disputes totaling $21 million regarding 
allegations it manipulated the electricity market in California.24 In 2006, BP Energy paid 
out a $7 million civil penalty for engaging in anti-competitive practices with its natural 
gas pipeline operations. Also, in October 2007, BP North America settled a civil case 
alleging manipulation of the U.S. propane market and paid a $303 million fine.25 
 
And the Whiting refinery itself is no stranger to government action and litigation, 
including accusations that BP misrepresented facts regarding air permits.26  
 
Conclusion 
 
BP’s poor track record, guilty pleas to criminal violations of U.S. federal law, and 
hundreds of millions of dollars of fines to federal agencies to settle allegations of 
wrongdoing certainly must impact BP’s ability to effectively perform contracting 
functions.27 BP’s entire operations – from exploration, to refining, to fuel transport, to 
commodity trading – have in the past violated federal laws. Given BP’s transgressions of 
United States law, it cannot be presumed that BP will responsibly perform its contractor 
responsibilities. The demonstrated disregard for the law, environment, and human life 
means that there is good reason to doubt that BP will abide by its obligations. Moreover, 
BP’s repeated violations of environmental laws suggests an unacceptably high likelihood 
that BP will violate such laws in carrying out its future contractual obligations.  
 
BP released up to 1,638 gallons of oil into Lake Michigan last week. It is unknown 
whether the initial misstatement about the amount spilled was accidental, but BP also 
initially underestimated the extent of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.  
 
BP’s aggregate record of wrongdoing evidences a possible lack of business integrity that 
appears to affect its ability to perform its contractual duties. Therefore, we respectfully 
request the EPA act immediately to suspend and debar BP and its subsidiaries. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
24	See	www.ferc.gov/EventCalendar/Files/20041025175552‐EL00‐95‐000.pdf;	
http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/common/opennat.asp?fileID=10414789.		
25	http://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr5405‐07.html.		
26	Lydersen,	Karl.	Sept.	15,	2011.	Community	is	Torn	Over	Expansion	of	Oil	Refinery.	Available	at	
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/16/us/community‐is‐torn‐over‐expansion‐of‐oil‐
refinery.html?pagewanted=all.		
27	48	C.F.R.	§	9.406‐2(a)(2).	



                    

 

Sincerely, 

 
Jaclyn Lopez 
Staff Attorney 

 


